Using marmoset monkeys as a model system, Zhang and Ghazanfar show that infant vocal output is driven by fluctuations of the autonomic nervous system. Comparison of dizygotic twins versus non-twin siblings versus nonsiblings showed that these fluctuations are influenced by perinatal experiences. Zhang & Ghazanfar, 2016, Current Biology 26, 1249 Using marmoset monkeys as a model system, we first addressed whether the initial conditions for vocal output and its sequential structure are perinatally influenced. Using dizygotic twins and Markov analyses of their vocal sequences, we found that in the first postnatal week, twins had more similar vocal sequences to each other than to their non-twin siblings. Moreover, both twins and their siblings had more vocal sequence similarity with each other than with non-sibling infants. Using electromyography, we then investigated the physiological basis of vocal sequence structure by measuring respiration and arousal levels (via changes in heart rate). We tested the hypothesis that early-life influences on vocal output are via fluctuations of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) mediated by vocal biomechanics. We found that arousal levels fluctuate at $0.1 Hz (the Mayer wave) and that this slow oscillation modulates the amplitude of the faster, $1.0 Hz respiratory rhythm. The systematic changes in respiratory amplitude result in the different vocalizations that comprise infant vocal sequences. Among twins, the temporal structure of arousal level changes was similar and therefore indicates why their vocal sequences were similar. Our study shows that vocal sequences are tightly linked to respiratory patterns that are modulated by ANS fluctuations and that the temporal structure of ANS fluctuations is perinatally influenced.
INTRODUCTION
Variable, spontaneous behaviors are ubiquitous in young infants and provide the scaffolding for more complex and organized behaviors later in life [1] . These early behaviors primarily reflect the interplay between the infants' arousal states, sensorimotor coordination, and biomechanical conditions [2] . These and other perinatal influences-which include genetic factors, motherinfant synchrony, and sensory experience-all contribute to shaping those initial conditions [3] [4] [5] . One prominent example of such spontaneous and variable behavior is the early vocal output of human infants, upon which speech and, more generally, social interactions develop.
While a common endpoint in phonological development is observed under similar language environments, there is great inter-individual variability in the vocal output of infants at early ages [6] . The shape of the trajectory traversed to get to that common endpoint can be very different between individual infants. The differences in vocal output and its acoustic structure are predicted to be associated with the individual state of arousal [7] , which is regulated by the autonomic nervous system (ANS) [8] . Recently, neurodevelopmental disorders representing two opposite extremes in social communication-autism and Williams syndrome-have been linked to arousal/ANS dysfunction [9, 10] . These disorders originate very early in development, suggesting strong perinatal determinants [11, 12] . Thus, in order to understand early vocal development (and how it may go awry), it is critical to know how arousal/ANS may function in producing individual differences in vocal output. In this study, we used marmoset monkeys as a model system to investigate these interactions.
Marmoset monkeys (Callithrix jacchus) are a voluble New World species that exhibit a complex system of vocal communication that includes vocal turn-taking [13] and cooperative vocal control [14] . Developmentally, marmoset monkeys also go through a babbling stage [15] [16] [17] , and the maturation rate of infant vocalizations is influenced by vocal feedback from parents [17, 18] . Here, we tested the hypothesis that fluctuations in arousal influence the acoustic structure of babbling-like vocal sequences as they interact with vocal biomechanics (e.g., respiration). Since marmoset monkeys typically give birth to dizygotic twins [19] , we could also assess the role of perinatal influences on early vocal behaviors. Relative to their non-twin siblings, we found that twin infants have similar vocal sequence structure, demonstrating an influence of perinatal conditions. We used physiological measures to determine whether ANS fluctuations drive vocal sequences. We found that slow rhythmic fluctuations of the ANS in individual infants modulate the amplitude of respiratory patterns that, in turn, generate the different vocalizations that make up a sequence. The temporal structure of arousal was similar among twins versus non-twins.
RESULTS
We recorded infant vocalizations starting on first postnatal day (P1) and subsequently every 1 to 2 days in a controlled, undirected context (brief social isolation) for 2 months. Our subjects were ten infants (five sets of twins) from three different sets of unrelated parents ( Figure 1A) ; all twin pairs consisted of a male and a female. Like human infant babbling [20] , infant marmosets produce sequences of vocalizations that contain both immature and mature sounds with distinct spectral features ( Figure 1B ) [15] [16] [17] . Their vocal sequences typically consisted of five different call types: phee, twitter, trill, cry, and phee-cry ( Figure 1C ) [17] . In some calls, the same type of utterance can be repeated. We treated these ''multisyllabic'' utterances as single calls. Both adults and infants produce phees, twitters, and trills, whereas only infants produce cries and pheecries [17] . We quantified these vocal sequences and their development by treating each call type as a ''state'' and using Markov models to characterize their sequential structure [21] . (E) Transition diagrams visualizing vocal sequences from two subjects at different postnatal time points. Each node in the diagram corresponds to a type of call, and the arrows correspond to the transitions between call types. There are five most frequently produced call types: phee (Ph), twitter (Tw), trill (Tr), cry (Cry), and phee-cry (P-C). Node size is proportional to the fraction of the call types, and edge size is proportional to the transition probability between calls. Significantly enhanced transitions compared to the previous time point are highlighted in magenta, and significantly weakened transitions are highlighted in blue. Thin dashed arrows are transitions dropped below 5% occurrences. (F) Jensen-Shannon divergence rate (JSDR) between each subject pair through development. Each gray dot is calculated from vocal sequences of two subjects within a 7-day sliding time window. The magenta line indicates the averaged JSDR across subject pairs. See also Figures S1 and S2.
We determined the numerical dependence of the current call on preceding calls using a resampling method that identified the best Markov orders. The average Markov order of vocal sequences in the first 6 weeks of postnatal life was one, and it gradually decreased to zero (became independent of preceding calls) at 8 weeks, when infants essentially only produced phee calls in the undirected context [17] (Figure 1D) . It is worth noting that the repeated elements in multisyllabic calls were produced with shorter intervals compared to transitions between call types ( Figure S1 ), and the transitions within multisyllabic calls were not Markovian in structure ( Figure S2 ). Figure 1E shows how vocal sequences change over the course of development. The size of the nodes represents the proportion of the call type, and the thickness of the arrow line represents the transition probability. Lines highlighted in magenta are transitions enhanced compared to the previous postnatal week, and lines in blue are those that were reduced (p < 0.05, Pearson's chi-square test with Bonferroni corrected p values). Dashed lines labeled transition probabilities that dropped below 5% but were significantly greater in the previous week. Overall, vocal sequences exhibited high variability in the first week of life but increased in stereotypy and monotony over time. However, the trajectory of the transition probabilities that each individual took to reach the stable phee-call state was quite variable. We quantified the individual differences in vocal sequences by calculating the Jensen-Shannon divergence rate (JSDR) between each pair of individuals [22] . The JSDR measures differences between the transition probabilities between call types weighted by the proportion of each call type. We found that the mean JSDR in a sliding time window gradually decreased to near zero in about 8-9 postnatal weeks, reflecting the convergence of all infants to the phee-call-only state in the undirected context ( Figure 1F ; 7-day window size with 1-day increments).
We compared vocal sequences produced during the first postnatal week in twins, non-twin siblings, and unrelated infants in order to assess possible perinatal influences on call sequence similarity ( Figure 1A ). Twins are similar genetically and typically share the identical perinatal experiences. Since marmoset monkeys produce only dizygotic twins [19] , non-twin siblings are as genetically similar to their twin siblings but do not share identical perinatal experiences. The non-siblings are least similar in terms of both genetics and perinatal experiences. If the perinatal environment contributes to vocal sequences, twin calls should be the most similar, followed by siblings and then age-matched nonsiblings. Figure 2A shows the transition probability of three sets of twins, with the most frequent four-call transitions highlighted in red. Twins had very similar vocal sequences in the first week of postnatal life. To quantify this, we constructed JSDR matrices between each individual pair (n = 45 pair combinations for ten infants) with the twins adjacent to each other across four different postnatal periods ( Figure 2B ). This revealed that twins were more similar to each other in the early part of postnatal life, but again that all infants converged to produce the correct single call type (phees) for the undirected context. A cluster analysis focusing on the first postnatal week shows that twins were clustered closer together relative to the other infants ( Figure 2C ). This suggests that perinatal factors influence the structure of early vocal sequences. In addition, we observed increasing dissimilarity of the vocal sequences with respect to the increasing dissimilarity of the perinatal conditions. We found that twins had greater sequence similarity relative to their non-twin siblings (p = 0.045) and the non-siblings (p = 0.003), whereas those between the non-twin siblings were smaller than the non-siblings (p = 0.001, ANOVA with Holm-Bonferroni corrected p values for family-wise adjustment; Figure 2D ).
One possibility is that simply the proportion of different call types drives the similarity of vocal sequences among twins. Because the sequential information includes distribution of the call proportions, we evaluated whether the call proportions (zero-order analysis) could explain all of the variance across individuals. We calculated the Jensen-Shannon divergence between call proportions from each pair of subjects and found that call proportions could explain the similarity among the siblings ( Figure S3 ). However, this does not preclude a role for sequential information in explaining individual differences. To test it, we estimated the residual effect of the call transitions in addition to the call proportions. The residual estimates how much better the sequential information (in terms of bigrams) is compared to just call proportions [23] . If it is not better than the call proportions, the residual effect (original bigram À expected bigram based on proportion) should not give additional information about the clustering. The result shows that the residual effect of call transitions still produced a significant difference among groups ( Figure S4) . Therefore, the variance in the vocal sequences is not solely from the call proportions, but also due to differences in the call transitions.
Another possibility is that the effect of the shared developmental environment on vocal sequences is due to shared growth trajectories. Body size influences vocal acoustics in primates [24] , and in human newborns, physical size correlates with a number of acoustic features in early vocalizations [25] . We therefore compared the mean of the marmosets' weights from the first postnatal week. Weights between the twins were not more similar than those between non-twins (p = 0.29, ANOVA; Figure 2E ), ruling out the possibility that it was simply growth similarity that determined the similarity of vocal sequences between twins versus non-twins (siblings or unrelated individuals).
Since similarity in body weight (and, by proxy, vocal apparatus size) does not account for similarities in vocal sequences, we explored the characteristics of the vocalizations themselves for cues. We first calculated the temporal and spectral structures of the vocal sequences ( Figure 3A) . We used the pattern of sounds and silences (''vocal pattern'') to capture the temporal structure of the vocal sequences while ignoring their spectral content. To characterize the varying spectral features of the vocal sequences, we calculated Wiener entropy of each utterance [17, 26] and constructed a time series (''vocal entropy''). The entropy measures the noisiness of the sound spectrum. For example, phee calls are characterized by low entropy and cries by high entropy. Power spectral density (PSD) measures of vocal patterns reveals that it oscillated at 0.91-1.35 Hz, whereas the PSD of vocal entropy shows an order-of-magnitude slower oscillation at 0.04-0.09 Hz ( Figure 3B ). In each case, the frequency range was estimated by comparison to the 95% confidence interval of pink noise (i.e., 1/f noise with equal energy per octave) with the same variance as the signal. As fluctuations of spectral features partially describe the vocal sequences, the $0.1 Hz oscillation corresponds to an oscillation between high-entropy calls (e.g., cries) and low-entropy calls (e.g., phee calls) around every 10 s. What drives the vocal sequences at the fast (vocal pattern) and slow (vocal entropy) timescales? We hypothesized that vocal pattern was driven by respiratory cycles, whereas vocal entropy was driven by slow fluctuations of the ANS, also known as Mayer waves [27] . Respiration provides the power to produce vocalizations [24] and is a key biomechanical factor for generating a vocal sequence [28, 29] . Moreover, the amount of subglottal pressure driven by respiration is related to vocal acoustics, such as their fundamental frequency [30] . In our biomechanical model of marmoset vocal production, cries are produced by low subglottal pressure and phee calls are produced by high subglottal pressure, indicating the relation between the respiratory amplitude and call types [17] . Regulated by the ANS, arousal is thought to provide the drive to produce vocalizations in general, both in human infants [7] and nonhuman
Respiration
Heart rate primates [31] . We measured both respiration and arousal (in terms of heart rate changes) using electromyographic (EMG) surface electrodes placed adjacent to the diaphragm in a separate group of infants (n = 5; triplets A4-1, A4-2, and A4-3 and twins C2-1 and C2-2). Figure 3C shows the EMG signal filtered at respiration frequencies and the heart rate extracted from the electrocardiogram (ECG) signals. We found that, in addition to respiratory rhythms around 1 Hz (Figure 3B ), the amplitude modulation of the respiratory activity also showed an oscillatory pattern in a lower-frequency range (0.06-0.22 Hz; Figure 3B ). Heart rate changes also oscillated in a low-frequency range (0.01-0.03 Hz). Thus, respiration rate occurred at a frequency that was similar to the vocal pattern frequency, and the slower oscillations of heart rate and respiratory amplitude were similar to the vocal entropy frequency. We therefore tested how respiratory and heart rate fluctuations may contribute to the structure of vocal sequences and how they may interact with each other during vocal production ( Figure 3D ).
To investigate the correlation between respiration and vocalization, we first established that specific patterns of respiration were correlated to specific call types produced by infant marmosets. Consistent with studies of song bird [29] and rodent [28] vocal production, Figure 4A shows that each utterance of a call type is associated with a specific respiratory waveform. For example, phee calls were correlated with higher respiratory amplitude (went deeper in the expiratory phase) than other call types, and cries were longer in duration but required less respiratory effort. To characterize these respiratory waveforms, we used the wavelet coefficients extracted from 1 s of the signal, starting from the peaks around call onset; peaks represent the transition from inspiration to expiration. Plotting of the wavelet coefficients confirmed that similar calls were clustered together and thus that different call types were associated with different respiratory waveforms ( Figure 4B ). To establish the significance of the respiratory-call-type clustering, we used a cross-validation method to estimate the rate of correct classification. We found that the correct classification was significantly higher than chance performance (n = 29 EMG recording sessions, p < 0.001, bootstrap test). These data are consistent with the idea that respiratory pattern is a key factor in producing different call types.
Using coherence measures, we next evaluated the hypothesis that vocal pattern (the $1 Hz temporal structure of vocal sequences) is correlated with respiratory cycles, whereas the vocal entropy (the $0.1 Hz fluctuations of spectral structure) is correlated with the amplitude modulation of respiration. We calculated the coherence between vocal pattern and respiration rate (n = 33 signal segments with 100-200 s duration) and tested its significance by a comparison to the 95 th percentile of the coherence distribution generated by phase-randomized surrogates. We found that the vocal pattern was coherent with the respiratory cycles at $1 Hz ( Figure 4C ). The same measure between respiratory amplitude modulation and vocal entropy revealed coherence at low frequencies around 0.04-0.16 Hz ( Figure 4D ; n = 33 signal segments with 100-200 s duration). This suggests that the slow modulation of respiratory amplitude accounts for the fluctuating spectral structure of vocal sequences. We next investigated whether the slow oscillations of the respiratory amplitude were modulated by the slow ANS fluctuations [32] . If true, then one would expect that the ANS fluctuation and the respiratory amplitude pattern should have a strong coherence at low frequencies. On the other hand, if it is a coincidence, then there should be no such coherence. Heart rate fluctuations reliably represent ANS activity [33] , so we analyzed the ECG signal ( Figure 3C ) and measured its coherence with the respiratory amplitude modulation. Heart rate and respiratory amplitude had a significant coherence in the frequency range of 0.04-0.12 Hz (n = 33 signal segments, phase-randomized surrogate data test; Figure 5B ), similar to the coherence between respiratory amplitude and vocal entropy ( Figure 4D ). The cardiorespiratory coupling at $0.1 Hz is likely to be in the direction of heart rate to respiration via the Mayer waves [34] . However, cardiorespiratory coupling can also be in the direction of respiration to heart rate (known as the respiratory sinus arrhythmia, or RSA) [35] . RSA coupling, however, is locked to respiratory cycles, which is expected to be at the respiratory rate frequency of $1Hz. This is exactly what we observed in the coherence between respiratory rate and heart rate changes, with a peak around 1 Hz ( Figure 5C ). Together, these results indicate that fluctuations of the ANS and respiration are coupled at different timescales with a slower component from heart rate to respiration (Mayer wave driven; Figure 5B ) and a faster component from respiration to heart rate (RSA driven; Figure 5C ).
If the coupling between heart rate and respiration at the low-frequency range were correlated with vocal production, one would expect coherence between heart rate and vocal entropy in the same frequency range. Again, an alternative possibility is that heart rate and vocal entropy are independently coupled with respiration without a true correlation between each other, and in this case, there would be no coherence between the two signals. We observed a high coherence between heart rate fluctuations and vocal entropy changes, at $0.1 Hz ( Figure 5E ). In addition, heart rate fluctuations and the vocal pattern were coherent at higher frequencies around 1 Hz (Figure 5F ), most likely because of the influence of respiration rate on heart rate (RSA) ( Figure 5C ). Overall, these results suggest that vocal sequence production is influenced by fluctuations of ANS activity.
Next, we investigated how this slow modulation propagates within the arousal-respiration-vocalization system. Given the common coherence at $0.1 Hz between each two elements within this system, there are two possible directions for influence: either arousal (i.e., heart rate) only indirectly regulates vocal entropy via respiration ( Figure 6A ) or arousal modulates both respiration and vocal entropy without a direct contribution from respiration to vocal sequence structure at low frequencies ( Figure 6B) . If the first possibility were true, one would expect that there would be no coupling between heart rate and vocal entropy fluctuation if we remove respiration as a factor, as it will break the connection between the two. Otherwise, if coupling remains between heart rate and vocal entropy, then it would show that regulation of vocal entropy via arousal takes another route, possibly via the interactions between ANS and central pattern generators involved in setting laryngeal tension. To test the veracity of this idea ( Figure 6A ), we calculated partial coherence between heart The dark-blue line shows the mean coherence across 33 signal segments, and light-green lines show the mean coherence with one of the subjects removed. There is a significant peak around 0.1 Hz and a small peak around 1 Hz. (C) Coherence between heart rate and respiration. The orange segment indicates coherence above the 95% CI of the phase-randomized surrogates. There is a pronounced peak around 1 Hz. (D) Diagram showing the coupling between heart rate and vocalization. Heart rate (representing the ANS activity) modulates the vocal acoustics in the lowfrequency range, corresponding to the Mayer wave frequencies. (E) Coherence between heart rate and vocal entropy. The yellow segment indicates coherence above the 95% CI of the phase-randomized surrogates. There is a pronounced peak around 0.1 Hz. (F) Coherence between heart rate and vocal pattern. The yellow segment indicates coherence above the 95% CI of the phase-randomized surrogates. There is a pronounced peak around 1 Hz, due to the tightly respiration-coupled vocal pattern and RSA of the heart rate.
rate and vocal entropy conditioned on respiration amplitude modulation. We found that removing respiratory amplitude did not eliminate the coherence between heart rate and vocal entropy ( Figure 6C ). Thus, arousal levels directly influence vocal acoustics. This partially supports the second scheme ( Figure 6B ). Its veracity is also dependent upon the absence of coherence between respiratory amplitude and vocal entropy if heart rate is discounted. We found this to be true: the coherence between those two signals disappears by removing heart rate ( Figure 6D) . Thus, the coherence between respiration and vocalization at low frequencies is due to a simultaneous modulation by the ANS (as measured by heart rate) of both respiration and vocalization. This is support for the idea that ANS fluctuations, but not respiration per se, drives the acoustic structure of vocal sequences. Respiration rate, however, still drives the temporal output of individual utterances, and that is why we observed the coherence between respiratory activity and the vocal pattern at $1 Hz ( Figure 6 . Analysis of the Driving Force Underlying of Vocal Entropy Fluctuations (A) A hypothetical, indirect influence of heart rate on vocal entropy. In this case, heart rate (ANS) regulates vocal entropy only through respiration. (B) Possible direct influence of heart rate on both vocal entropy and respiration. In this model, heart rate (ANS) modulates both respiration and vocalization, and there is no direct modulation by respiration on vocal acoustic changes. (C) Partial coherence between heart rate and vocal entropy conditioned on respiratory amplitude. The peak around 0.1 Hz does not disappear by removing respiration. (D) Partial coherence between respiratory amplitude and vocal entropy conditioned on heart rate. The coherence around 0.1 Hz is eliminated by removal of the heart rate. (E) Regulation of vocalizations with a high-frequency (HF) contribution from the respiration on the cycle-by-cycle basis and a low-frequency (LF) contribution from the heart rate (ANS) to the slow acoustic fluctuations. Respiration and heart rate are also mutually coupled with a high-frequency component from respiration to heart rate and a lowfrequency component from heart rate to respiration. (F) A schematic showing how the ANS oscillation modulates respiration and vocalization. Each utterance is locked to the expiratory phase of the respiration. Depending on phase of the ANS oscillation, different vocal outputs can be produced and different call types correspond to different respiration amplitude modulation. ure 4C). Taken together, our results are consistent with a system wherein respiration enables utterances within the respiratory cycles, and the ANS fluctuation modulates both respiratory amplitude and other vocalization-related biomechanics (e.g., laryngeal tension) on a slower timescale to generate vocal entropy changes (Figures 6E and 6F) .
Finally, if ANS activity was the driving force for infant vocal sequences in the undirected context, can it also account for the individual differences observed between twins and non-siblings? We carried out the same Markov analyses of call sequences for the five infants participating in the physiology experiments. Again, infants from the same family showed more similarity in their vocal sequences than to those of non-siblings (Figures 7A and 7B ; p = 1.4 3 10 À4 ,
Mann-Whitney U test). We searched for regions in the PSDs of the vocal entropy from all five individuals where the twinning effect was pronounced, using the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) measures for PSD functions [36] . We found that the twinning effect of the vocal entropy was salient in the ranges of 0.05-0.1 Hz and 0.13-0.18 Hz ( Figure 7C , blue curve). Because the $0.1 Hz oscillation was the dominant oscillation frequency of the vocal entropy ( Figure 3B ), we focused on this lower-frequency range; this range also falls into the coherence region between the heart rate and respiration ( Figure 4D ). We then looked at the PSD of the heart rate fluctuations and found that the twinning effect was also pronounced between 0.05 Hz and 0.1 Hz ( Figure 7C , green curve). These analyses suggest that the perinatal influences on vocal sequence structure that we observed among twins are due to similarities in the temporal structure of their ANS activity.
DISCUSSION
Fluctuations of the ANS are linked to changes in arousal levels in mammals of all ages [8] . In human infants, vocal output and its acoustic structure are predicted to be associated with the state of arousal [7] . Levels of arousal in infants are linked to both genetics [37] and maternal levels of arousal during the perinatal period [5] . We used infant marmoset monkeys to investigate how fluctuations in arousal levels structure vocal sequences via respiration. We established that infant vocal sequences result from perinatally influenced ANS fluctuations on vocal biomechanics. Using dizygotic twins, we found that twins had more similar sequence structure than non-twins. Physiologically, unique respiratory patterns were linked to specific call types, and respiratory amplitude was modulated by fluctuations of the ANS (as measured by heart rate) on a longer timescale, resulting in the structure of vocal sequences. Our data show that the regulation of vocal sequences is at least in part via the low-frequency oscillation of the ANS. Thus, our data provide empirical support for the hypotheses that the $0.1 Hz oscillation of the fundamental frequency of the human infant cry is related to the oscillation of the ANS [38] and, more generally, that infant crying is driven by arousal level changes [7] . The peak coherence at $0.1 Hz coincides with the slow oscillation of the cardiovascular system (known as Mayer waves) found in humans and other mammals [27] . This slow oscillation is thought to reflect homeostatic balance regulated by parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous activity. The vagus nerve is the common neural substrate linking Mayer waves to arousal and vocalizations. Different branches of the vagus arise from different hindbrain nuclei involved in vocal production (e.g., the nucleus ambiguous) [39] . The low-frequency coherence that we report across ANS activity (i.e., heart rate), respiration, and vocalizations (i.e., changes in acoustic entropy) suggests that arousal influences both respiration and other vocal biomechanics (e.g., laryngeal tension). Consistent with this idea, it was recently reported that the Mayer wave modulates the spiking patterns of neurons within the brainstem respiratory network [40] and phrenic nerve-the nerve that innervates the diaphragm and thus controls respiration [32] .
Laryngeal tension is an important biomechanical factor for vocal production [17, 41] . The coupling between arousal and the laryngeal tension might contribute to the coherence between heart rate and vocalization that cannot be fully explained by the respiratory pattern ( Figure 6C ). ANS activity might thus influence central pattern generators (CPGs) for respiration and laryngeal muscle contraction to produce the different vocalizations that make up a sequence. Depending on the phase of ANS oscillation, the patterns of respiration and laryngeal tension might be modulated differently, resulting in different vocal output ( Figure 6F ). This is consistent with the idea that coupled oscillators oscillating at different timescales within the vocal system produce vocal sequences [42] . One alternative possibility is that brainstem circuits responsible for vocalization, respiration, and autonomic activity receive common input from forebrain areas. For example, both the anterior cingulate cortex [43] and amygdala [44, 45] play roles in vocal production, respiration, and the modulation of ANS activity. These two structures also have roles in processing auditory communication signals [46, 47] and are sites of estrogen action [48, 49] , which is important for arousal (see below).
The greater similarity in early vocal sequences among siblings (twins and non-twins) than non-siblings and the greater similarity between dizygotic twins versus their non-twin siblings suggest that prenatal factors and/or the perinatal environment shape the early vocal sequences. These factors most likely interact with each other during the course of individual development [50] , affecting both arousal fluctuation patterns and biomechanics. For instance, in rodents, levels of arousal are linked to the actions of the estrogen receptor [37] , and patterns of estrogen receptor expression are influenced by the epigenetics of maternal care [51] . Similar data are not available for marmoset monkeys, but other studies in this species demonstrate that early pre-and post-natal environmental events (including quality of parental care) influence patterns of infant behavior [52] (including vocalizations [53] ) and gene expression in the brain [54] . Moreover, changes in maternal arousal levels can influence offspring both in the womb and through physical contact postnatally. For example, the cardiorespiratory dynamics of human infants will entrain to their mother's dynamics when they are lying on her body [55] and even during face-to-face communication involving vocalizations [5] . This maternal effect on human infants is present up to 2-3 months of age and is thought to be a continuation of similar maternal influences prenatally. Indeed, very young infants have difficulty self-regulating arousal levels; that regulation comes from parents [56] . Similarly, in marmoset twins, common contact with parents (via carrying and vocal interactions [17] ) during the first week of postnatal life may influence their arousal levels simultaneously to generate similar patterns of fluctuations. Moreover, both prenatal and postnatal influences on infant arousal levels may come from parental vocal output that reflects their own autonomic state. Our data from infant marmoset monkeys suggest that the effect of arousal on respiration is one factor that influences vocal communication, its sequential structure, and the acoustic characteristics of sequence elements. Specific acoustic features like Wiener entropy and rhythmicity provide more information about the dynamics of vocal behavior through development [22] , as well as its relationships with physiological signals. More generally, time series of vocal sequences measured over development provide rich information about transitions of body state dynamics and their underlying neural mechanisms. Such a ''systems'' approach may provide important insights into various communication disorders, including those linked to arousal/ANS dysfunction [9, 10] .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Procedures related to data acquisition are provided below. Analysis methods are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Subjects
The subjects used in this study were 15 infant (six sets of twins and one set of triplets, <2 months old) common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) bred at the laboratory. All the twins and triplets consist of both genders. Ten of the infants (five twin pairs), among whom three pairs were from the same parents, participated in the undirected vocalization experiment during the first two postnatal months. Vocalization raw data from the same experiment was previously published [17] . The other five subjects, one set of twins and one set of triplets from two different parents, participated in the physiological recording experiment during the first postnatal week. The colony room temperature was maintained around 27 C, at 50%-60% relative humidity, with a 50-50 light-dark cycle. Marmosets live in family groups; all were born in captivity. All of them had ad libitum access to water and were supplied daily with standard commercial chow supplemented with fruits and vegetables. Experiments were carried out during the daylight time. All experiments were conducted in compliance with the guidelines of the Princeton University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Vocal Recording Setup
The recording setup was previously described in [17] , and we describe it here briefly. Undirected (i.e., socially isolated) vocalizations of marmoset infants (n = 10) were recorded from P1 to$P60. Because parents always carried infants at this early stage, the parent was lured from the home cage into a transfer cage using treats and one of the infant marmosets was gently separated from the adult. The infant was taken to the experiment room and placed in a transfer cage on a flat piece of foam. The cage was placed on a 0.66-m-high 
Sound Segmentation
Sound segmentation was carried out using custom MATLAB software. The call syllables were first detected based on the threshold crossings of the sound amplitude envelope. For calculation of the amplitude envelope, the signal was first band-pass filtered between 6 and 10 kHz, corresponding to the frequency range of infant marmoset calls. The signal was then down-sampled to 1 kHz and Hilbert transformed to obtain the amplitude envelope. The amplitude was further low-pass filtered to below 50 Hz. The syllable onsets and offsets was first coarsely detected as threshold crossing of the 99 th percentile of the silent period and then refined to be the local maxima and local minima of the first derivative of the amplitude envelope. A researcher verified the accuracy of the segmentation based on the sound spectrogram.
Call Classification
Based on the spectral-temporal profile of the calls, we classified them as phee (long, tone-like call), twitter (short, frequency modulation [FM] sweep), trill (sinusoidal FM), cry (broadband calls), and phee-cry (combination of cry and another type of call) [17] . The classification of the phee-cries required a minimum of 50 ms presented for each component; otherwise, it was classified as the call type that spanned the majority of the syllable. We defined a call as a bout of similar utterances. A call bout was determined based on the inter-utterance intervals. We used the first minima of the inter-utterance interval distribution ( Figure S1 ), around 0.5-1 s, as the criteria for the separation of a call bout from the adjacent ones.
EMG Data Acquisition
Infant marmosets (n = 5) of the first postnatal week were separated from the parents and placed in a testing box in the experiment room. The triangular prismshaped testing boxes were made of Plexiglas and wire (0.30 m 3 0.30 m 3 0.35 m). Two pairs of the surface electrodes (Grass Technologies, silver-silver chloride) were attached to the infants, one pair on the chest close to the heart and one pair on the back close to the diaphragm. The front pair took the ECG signals and the back pair took the respiratory EMG signals. Electrode gel (Grass EC2) was applied on the surface of the electrodes to improve signal quality. Signals from each pair of electrodes were differentially amplified (gain = 250) and acquired at a sample rate of 40 kHz by the OmniPlex Neural Data Acquisition System (Plexon). Vocalizations were recorded simultaneously using the OmniPlex at a sample rate of 40 kHz. Sound taken by OmniPlex was de-noised using Adobe Audition software afterward. Each session lasted for 10 min.
Respiration Data
The EMG signals were resampled at 400 Hz and zero-phase low-pass filtered (<6 Hz). The processed signal was used to capture the fast respiratory cycles around 1 Hz and was referred to as respiratory activity R(t) in the analysis. The amplitude of R(t) was calculated using the absolute values of the Hilbert transform. The signal was further adaptively normalized by a slow (<0.05 Hz) amplitude modulation to eliminate systematic drifts of the EMG recording. Sessions with less than 100 s of good quality EMG signals were discarded in the later analyses because it was not possible to estimate the low-frequency (<0.1Hz) PSD reliably.
Heart Rate Data
The heart rate signals were extracted from EMG signals by band-passing between 5 and 39 Hz to get the heartbeats. A heartbeat exemplar was chosen as a template ($50 ms), and cross-correlated with the entire recording through a sliding window. The peaks of the cross-correlations greater than 0.7 were identified as potential heartbeats. False positives were removed based on the average inter-spike intervals. Missed detections were added based on a local threshold. Noisy segments were discarded. The heartbeats were binarized with 2.5 ms bin width. A Gaussian window with s = 0.25 s was convoluted with the binary data to get continuous estimate of heart rates. The heart rate signal was then de-trended and Z scored for the coherence analysis. 
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